The active citizenship language camp will take place in

Ostello "Casa del Padre" strada del Pizzarello 6, 43028 Lagrimone, Tizzano - Parma
☎: +39 3346868666   email: cdp.ostellolagrimone@gmail.com    Manager: Mr Alessandro ROSSI

Website:

The ACCLCs aim at helping pupils who suffer from learning difficulties to become active citizens, to learn about / from their European neighbors, to broaden their cultural horizons, to improve their speaking skills and to high up their self-confidence and self-esteem.

The level of activities in all language lessons and activities should address beginners. But if you wish you can always have two different levels in your lessons to satisfy all participants.

Teachers prepare activities, puzzles and crosswords in English using the green Glossary or anything that refer to active citizenship and sustainable development.

Each partner country should supply the coordinator with a table of their team, including, names, dates of birth, an ID picture allergies if any, diet and food recommendations for each participants, pupils and teachers. If you have pupils with special needs who need to be with another friend in the same group, please inform me.
Teachers should mention the subjects they are able to teach. All this information should be given by 25th March at the latest so as to prepare all the lists and groups for rooms and lessons.

For lessons in Spanish, German, French and Italian are for total beginners.
Suggestion for lessons in Greek: It could be very interesting for participants to find out about all the English words that come from Greek origin through games, puzzles, crosswords or any other activities of the kind.

If you need to give exercises or activities on paper to pupils during your classes, please bring the copies with you or send them to Francesco PIRO by 28th March at the latest. Mention the number you need as there is no photocopier in the centre.
Having all the required information ahead will help us prepare the camp in good conditions and make things a bit easier for our Italian hosts.

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

---

**Monday 4th April**

Arrival of participants late afternoon and evening.
Check in in small national groups for the sake of pupils with special needs not to feel lonely.
Participants discover the centre’s installations and equipments.
Participants communicate with their families via social networks.
Dinner
Pupils go to bed early to have a good rest.
The English and Spanish groups will be arriving during the night.

---

**Tuesday 5th April**

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast
08.30 - 09.15 Forming the groups for activities and lessons (5 international groups of 16 participants each, mixed from the different partner countries). Presentation of the rules of behavior, hygiene and security to the participants. Groups of three international teachers are in charge of each group. At least one of them is an English teacher or masters English good enough to be in charge of English lessons through games, puzzles and crosswords.

09.15 - 09.30 Teachers meet their groups.

09.30 - 10.00 Energizing activity for all participants gathered in one group. French teachers are in charge of this activity.

10.00 - 10.15 Time to relax.

10.15 - 11.30 Drama games: Getting to know each other better. / Ice breaking activities. English, Lithuanian, Spanish and French teams are in charge of the drama games.

11.30 - 12.45 Second language class through role-play: Spanish/German/French, Italian and Greek. 5 groups of 16 pupils work with different teachers (2 Spanish, 2 German, 2 Italian and 2 French teachers will be teaching at the same time. If group 1 has Spanish lesson today, next time the groups shift in order to have a lesson in a different language until each group has a lesson in each of the four languages. These lessons are for beginners. There are meant to give participants a first taste of foreign languages. Spanish teachers prepare and give Spanish lessons. Croatian teachers prepare and give German lessons. French teachers prepare and give French lessons. Italian teachers prepare and give Italian lessons. Greek teachers prepare and give Greek lessons. The other teachers are present to help manage the groups.

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch
Awesome surprise by Lady Tania BUSSI.

Presentation of the music melodies created by partners for the ERASMUS+ song. Melodies should be brought on a USB flashdisk.
Voting to choose the future official melody on which participants will write lyrics. Italian and Lithuanian teachers are in charge of the Erasmus+ song.

Relaxing time.

Creative eco-workshop: recycling of T-shirts to the values of Erasmus+. Participants work in national groups and decorate secondhand white T-shirts with flags of the partner countries and words that refer to the values of ERASMUS+ programme. Taking pictures of the best creations. T-shirts will be worn by participants during some of the following days (when we take the picture of the whole group, during the ceremony with local authorities, intercultural evening, typing of the Erasmus+ song...) Participants should bring a second-hand white T-shirt each. Teachers should bring enough special colour felt pens that can be used to draw and write on cloths. All colours on national flags would be needed.

Relaxing time.

Dinner.

Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet to evaluate the activities of the day and plan the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

Friendship time: singing popular songs, dancing, communicating, making friends. First lyrics for Erasmus+ song to be suggested by participants.

Going to bed.

Wednesday 6th April

Breakfast

Departure to Colonia of Corniglio. Participants take their packed lunch with.

Welcome ceremony
Meeting with school staff and local authorities. Presentation of the natural park “Parco Dei Cento Laghi”.

Coffee break

Participants present their school and city - Video presentations made by pupils to be brought on a USB flashdisk.
Visit to a local site of Natura 2000 (The sites recuperates and preserves two species of barbel fish).
Visit of Elena Samperi’s exhibition (paintings)

Moving to Lagdei, in the heart of the park of 100 lakes.

Lunch: participants have their packed lunch in nature.
14.30 - 17.00 Forest walk and collecting of local herbs and plants for making a Herbarium, observing the local nature:

- Walking in groups with the leader and picking up samples of local herbs and plants
- Finding English names in the classrooms
- Choosing the best samples and putting them for drying out for making the own camp Herbarium as a product in the following days.

17.00 - 17.30 Wolf calling or Recognizing of animals’ footprints organized by professional guides of the National Park.

17.30 Transport to the centre.

18.15 - 18.45 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

18.45 - 19.00 Time to relax.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner.

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.30 - 22.15 Watching a movie about global warming or active citizenship. Debate and feedbacks.

22.30 All participants go to bed.

---

**Thursday 7th April**

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast

08.30 - 09.00 Energizing activity for all participants gathered in one group. French teachers are in charge of this activity.

09.00 - 10.00 English lesson through games / puzzles / crosswords to all participants divided into 5 international groups. This lesson is meant to help participants improve their speaking skills and to be familiar with green vocabulary.

10.00 - 11.00 Second language class through role-play: Spanish/German/French, Italian and Greek. 5 groups of 16 pupils work with different teachers (2 Spanish, 2 German, 2 Italian and 2 French teachers will be teaching at the same time. If group 1 has Spanish lesson today, next time the groups shift in order to have a lesson in a different language until each group has a lesson in each of the four languages. These lessons are for beginners. There are meant to give participants a first taste of foreign languages.

Spanish teachers prepare and give Spanish lessons.
French teachers prepare and give French lessons.
Croatian teachers prepare and give German lessons.
Italian teachers prepare and give Italian lessons.
Greek teachers prepare and give Greek lessons.

The other teachers are present to help manage the groups.

11.00 - 12.45 *The beauty of the nature* competition.

Pupils walk in the neighborhood and take photos with their cameras or mobile phones of different beauties in Nature for an hour. After that, each group choses 5 best photos and put them on pendrive. Participants vote for the best 5 photos. The winners will be awarded a certificate of the best photographer during the farewell ceremony. All the 25 photos will be displayed in the local administration hall titled “Corniglio in the eyes of Erasmus+ pupils”.
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

14.00 - 15.30 Collaborative writing of lyrics for the Erasmus+ song. Participants are divided into 5 international groups.

15.30 - 16.00 Presentation about the different local visits by Irene SANDEI.

16.00 - 16.15 Break to relax.

16.15 - 18.30 First Aid training by Local Red Cross volunteers.

18.30 - 19.00 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day's activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.00 - 21.00 Results of the logo contest and prize to the winner.

21.00 - 22.15 Making friends - music and social games.

22.30 All participants go to bed.

---

**Friday 8th April - Day-visit to Parma**

Ducale Park, Cathedral Square, Garibaldi Square, Farnese Theatre, Regio Theatre or National Gallery, Torrechiara Castle. Walking and shopping in town.

**07.30 - 08.30** Breakfast

**08.30** Departure for Parma

**10.00 - 10.30** Ducale Park

**GROUP 1**

**10.30 - 11.00** Visit of Farnese Theatre
**11.00 - 11.30** Visit of Regio Theatre or National Gallery

**GROUP 2**

**10.30 - 11.00** Visit of Regio Theatre or National Gallery
**11.00 - 11.30** Visit of Farnese Theatre

**Both groups**

**11.30 - 11.45** Cathedral Square

**11.45 - 12.00** Garibaldi Square
12.00 - 12.30 Lunch.
12.30 - 16.00 Free time for walking and shopping in national groups.
16.30 - Departure from Parma – Visit of Torrechiara Castle
18.45 - Return of participants to the meeting-point.
19.00 - Departure for the centre.
20.00 - 20.45 Dinner
20.45 - 21.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.
21.00 - 22.15 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers.
   Social games, making friends, music.
22.30 All participants go to bed.

Saturday 9th April

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast
08.30 - 09.00 Energizing activity for all participants gathered in one group.
   Croatian and Polish PE teachers are in charge of this activity.
09.00 - 10.15 English lesson through games / puzzles / crosswords to all participants divided into 5 international groups.
   This lesson is meant to help participants improve their speaking skills and to be familiar with green vocabulary.
10.15 - 10.30 Break to relax
10.30 - 11.45 Second language class through role-play: Spanish/German/French, Italian and Greek. 5 groups of 16 pupils work with different teachers (2 Spanish, 2 German, 2 Italian and 2 French teachers will be teaching at the same time. If group 1 has Spanish lesson today, next time the groups shift in order to have a lesson in a different language until each group has a lesson in each of the four languages.
   These lessons are for beginners. There are meant to give participants a first taste of foreign languages.
   Spanish teachers prepare and give Spanish lessons.
   Croatian teachers prepare and give German lessons.
   French teachers prepare and give French lessons.
   Italian teachers prepare and give Italian lessons.
   Greek teachers prepare and give Greek lessons.
   The other teachers are present to help manage the groups.
11.45 - 12.45 Drama games : Getting to know each other better.
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch
14.00 - 15.00 Erasmus+ song – Participants work in international groups to finish the writing of lyrics / rehearsing the song.
15.00 - 17.15 Dancing workshop: “PIZZICA” traditional Italian dance by two professional Italian dancers.
17.15 - 17.30 Break to relax.

17.30 - 18.30 Preparation for the intercultural evening. Participants work in national groups to prepare a buffet table with typical national drinks and snacks.

18.30 - 19.00 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

19.00 - 19.15 Participants communicate with their families via social networks

19.15 - 21.00 Dinner – Pictures of national groups and their buffet. Participants go around and taste from each buffet.

21.15 - 22.45 Rehearsing the Erasmus+ song -Traditional national dances and songs. Disco

23.00 - All participants go to bed.

---

**Sunday 10th April**

08.00 - 08.30 Breakfast

08.30 – 09.30 English lesson through games / puzzles / crosswords to all participants divided into 5 international groups. This lesson is meant to help participants improve their speaking skills and to be familiar with green vocabulary.

09.30 - 09.45 Break to prepare for the trekking.

09.45 - 12.45 Trekking in the “Parco Regionale”. The activity will be led by four professional guides thanks to the courtesy of the administration of the Natural Park.

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

14.00 - 16.00 Eco-play – Participants work in international groups, imagine and write an Eco-play that deals with active citizenship or / and sustainable development.

16.00 - 16.15 Break to relax

16.15 - 18.15 Eco-play – Participants work in international groups, imagine and write an Eco-play that deals with active citizenship or / and sustainable development.

18.15 - 18.30 Break to relax

18.30 - 19.00 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.15 - 22.15 Social games, friendship building, relaxing time.

22.30 - All participants to bed.
Monday 11th April – Green Day in Vairo - Palanzano – Isola - Monchio

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast

GROUP 1

09.30 - 10.30 Vairo : dairy of Parmesan cheese
10.30 - 11.00 Palanzano : Visit of a local producer of honey and jam " Il Bafardel"
11.15 - 12.30 Isola : visit of a hydroelectric plant

GROUP 2

09.30 - 11.00 Monchio : Biomass plant + a quick visit of the host school
11.15 -12.30 Cozzanello : photovoltaic park and a short lesson in open air about herbs with Mrs Elena SIFFREDI, a local producer of herbal preparations and jam. Participants pick up different herbs that could be used for the cooking the same evening."

13.00 - Both groups gather and have lunch together with pupils of primary and secondary school of Palanzano.

GROUP 1

15.00 - 16.30 Monchio : Visit of the host school and the Biomass plant.
16.45 - 18.00 Cozzanello : photovoltaic park.

GROUP 2

15.00 - 16.30 Isola
16.45 - 17.15 II Bafardel
17.15 - 18.20 Vairo

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner.

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.00 - 20.30 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers. Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

20.30 - 21.30 Rehearsing of Erasmus+ song

21.30 - 22.15 Karaoke.

22.30 - All participants to bed.

Tuesday 12th April

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast
08.30 - 09.00 Energizing activity for all participants gathered in one group. 
Croatian and Polish PE teachers are in charge of this activity.

09.00 - 10.15 English lesson through games / puzzles / crosswords to all participants divided into 5 international groups.
This lesson is meant to help participants improve their speaking skills and to be familiar with green vocabulary.

10.15 - 10.30 Time to relax.

10.30 - 11.45 Second language class through role-play: Spanish/German/French, Italian and Greek. 5 groups of 16 pupils work with different teachers (2 Spanish, 2 German, 2 Italian and 2 French teachers will be teaching at the same time. If group 1 has Spanish lesson today, next time the groups shift in order to have a lesson in a different language until each group has a lesson in each of the four languages.
These lessons are for beginners. There are meant to give participants a first taste of foreign languages.
Spanish teachers prepare and give Spanish lessons.
Croatian teachers prepare and give German lessons.
French teachers prepare and give French lessons.
Italian teachers prepare and give Italian lessons.
Greek teachers prepare and give Greek lessons.
The other teachers are present to help manage the groups.

11.45 - 12.45 Erasmus+ song – Participants gather in one group to rehearse.

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

14.00 - 17.00 Active citizenship in the nearby villages of Rocca Ferrara and Graiana. Participants give a hand to the local farmers.

17.30 - 18.30 Groups rehearse their Eco-play

18.30 - 19.00 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers.
Coordinators meet and evaluate the activities of the day. Planning of the next day’s activities. Changes and improvements are made according to the weather forecast.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner.

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.00 - 22.45 Theatrical show. All groups perform their Eco-play.

23.00 - All participants go to bed.

Wednesday 13th April – Day-visit to Pisa

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast

08.30 - Departure for Pisa.
Pisa Tower, Migliarina Park, Miracles Square, walking, shopping, relaxing on the beach.

12.00 - Departure for Migliarina, lunch, relaxing on the beach.
18.00 - Departure for the centre.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.00 - 20.30 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers.

20.30 - 21.00 Participants make the herbarium with the dried herbs and plants they collected before.
Polish teachers are in charge of this activity.
Necessary materials for this activity to be bought locally by participants. (The team in charge will advise.)

21.00 - 22.15 Social games, friendship building, relaxing time.

22.30 - All participants go to bed.

---

**Thursday 14th April**

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast

08.30 - 09.15 English lesson through games / puzzles / crosswords to all participants divided into 5 international groups.
This lesson is meant to help participants improve their speaking skills and to be familiar with green vocabulary.

09.15 - 10.00 Second language class through role-play: Spanish/German/French, Italian and Greek. 5 groups of 16 pupils work with different teachers (2 Spanish, 2 German, 2 Italian and 2 French teachers will be teaching at the same time. If group 1 has Spanish lesson today, next time the groups shift in order to have a lesson in a different language until each group has a lesson in each of the four languages.
These lessons are for beginners. There are meant to give participants a first taste of foreign languages.
Spanish teachers prepare and give Spanish lessons.
Croatian teachers prepare and give German lessons.
French teachers prepare and give French lessons.
Italian teachers prepare and give Italian lessons.
Greek teachers prepare and give Greek lessons.
The other teachers are present to help manage the groups.

10.00 - 10.15 Time to relax.

10.15 - 12.45 Sports competition. / Participants are interviewed about the camp.
Croatian, Polish and Italian PE teachers are in charge of this competition.

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

14.00 - 15.30 Erasmus+ song – Participants gather in one group and perform the song to be filmed. Photo of the group.

15.30 - 16.15 Croatian, English, French and Greek participants fill in the feedbacks questionnaire online with their national teachers. Italian, Lithuanian, Polish and Spanish participants pack their luggage.
Coordinators meet and evaluate the camp activities.

16.15 - 17.00 Italian, Lithuanian, Polish and Spanish participants fill in the feedbacks questionnaire online with their national teachers. Croatian, English, French and Greek participants pack their luggage.
17.00 - 17.15 Time to relax.

17.15 - 18.00 Arts – Drawing lesson by Francesco PIRO.

18.00 - 18.45 Participants gathered in national groups fill in their travelling booklet with the help of their teachers.

18.45 - 19.00 Time to relax.

19.00 - 19.45 Dinner.

19.45 - 20.00 Participants communicate with their families via social networks.

20.00 - 23.15 Distribution of the certificates and diplomas.

Farewell party.

23.30 - All participants go to bed.

Friday 15th April

07.30 - 08.30 Breakfast

Departure of participants.

The Greek team will write the report about this first Active citizenship language Camp.